
Ever since I started writing the goal was to get down with MPC. You see where I’m from; MPC 
was the Major Leagues of Graffiti. If you were down, it meant you getting up. Getting up to the 
point that your name was making noise.  I was introduced to Graffiti in my old neighborhood of 
Jerome & Gun Hill Rd. but I didn’t participate until I moved to 1823 White Plains Rd back in 
1981. Steve Stevenson AKA Smiley was the guy who put the PILOT in my hand the very first 
time I ever took a tag. Steve was an original member of MPC (he wrote TRAP back then I 
believe). He was down before Cap, AD, Caban, Rook. This to me was crazy because back then 
these guys were in the prime of their writing careers. While going to PS105 for 6th grade I met 
guys like Cop5, Tac, Sac, Dose, and Blame. While the rest of the kids on my block went to PS83. I 
remember being put down by Cap on Bronx Park East after slightly the older kids that I hung 
out with were down. Bloody13, Reb and of course Steve who at this point was writing Smiley. I 
was bombing with Acept, Cim, Jem & Sener who were rocking on the 2’s & 5’s. It wasn’t until 
High School that I needed MPC. I had gotten into a beef with this Albanian kid from Arthur Ave. 
Coser MB. He was a lot bigger than me and kept picking on me. In the lunch room of Columbus 
HS where we sat was a Writers Bench of sorts. Subway Art was being passed around and he 
kept sayin’ that Seen UA was better than Blade TC5. Which of course is a matter of opinion but 
he did not like my saying that Blade was superior to Seen so he poked me repeatedly. I took a 
razor from my MC boot and slashed him in the face. The whole place went nuts and the war 
was on. A few days later I was walking home from school down Pelham parkway when I get 
surrounded by all these Albanians. This one kid Piser MB starts trying to goat me into fighting 
with him but he is twice my size when out of nowhere comes ROCK150 and grabs this kid and 
body slams him into the ground. Piser tries to get up but Kurt just keeps beating this guy up all 
the while screaming crazy shit. None of his friends would jump in so this kid gets his ass handed 
to him in front of what now must be 100 kids. That’s what MPC were back then, One of All and 
ALL for One. 

 

 


